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Read this first

To the (trainee) teacher

This book is a course in foreign language teaching, addressed mainly to the
trainee or novice teacher, but some of its material may also be found interesting
by experienced practitioners.

If it is your coursebook in a trainer-led programme of study, then your trainer
will tell you how to use it. If, however, you are using it on your own for
independent study, I suggest you glance through the following guidelines before
starting to read.

How to use the book

1. Skim through,get to know the 'shape' of the book
Before starting any systematic study, have a look at the topics as laid out in the
Contents, leaf through the book looking at headings, read one or two of the
tasks or boxes.

The chapters are called ‘modules’ because each can be used independently;
you do not have to have done an earlier one in order to approach a later. On the
whole, however, they are ordered systematically, with the more basic topics
first.
2. Do not try to read it all!
This book is rather long, treating many topics fairly fully and densely. It is not
intended to be read cover-to-cover. Some of the units in each module are ‘core’
units, marked with a black arrowhead in the margin next to the heading; you
should find that these give you adequate basic coverage of the topic, and you
can skip the rest. However, glance at the ‘optional’ units, and if you find
anything that interests you, use it.

3. Using the tasks
The tasks are headed Task, Question, Inquiry, etc., and are printed in bold.
They often refer you to material provided within a rectangular frame labelled
Box: for example in Module 1, Unit One there is a task in which you are asked
to consider a series of classroom scenarios in Box 1.1, and discuss how the
teacher presents new material in each.

The objective of the tasks is to help you understand the material and study it
thoughtfully and critically - but they are rather time-consuming. Those that are
clearly meant to be done by a group of teachers working together are obviously
impractical if you are working alone, but others you may find quite feasible and
rewarding to do on your own. Some you may prefer simply to read through
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Read this first

without trying them yourself. In any case, possible solutions or comments
usually follow immediately after the task itself, or are provided in the Notes
section at the end of each module.

If you are interested in more detailed information about the material in this
book and the theory behind it, go on to read the Introduction on pages 1-9.

To the trainer

This book presents a systematic programme of study intended primarily for pre-
service or novice teachers of foreign languages.

Structure
It is composed of 22 chapters which I have called ‘modules’, since they are
intended to be free-standing. Each module is divided into units of study; a unit
usually takes between one and two hours to do.

A foundation course is provided by the core units (labelled with black
arrowheads in the margin where they occur in the book, and in the Contents);
such a course would take about 60-80 hours of class time if you do not
supplement it in any way. Some of the optional units may be substituted for core
units where you feel it appropriate for your own context, or simply added for
further enrichment. An even shorter course may be based on the core units of
only the first eleven modules.

Individual modules may be used as bases for short in-service courses; a single
module, studied in its entirety, should take about one study day (about six
hours) to get through.

Content
The material in the modules includes information, tasks and study based on
practice teaching and observation.

The information sections can furnish either a basis for your own input
sessions or reading for trainees. There are often brief tasks (questions, checks on
understanding) interspersed within these sections, which may be used for short
discussions or home writing assignments.

Tasks are usually based on responses to material laid out in the boxes: for
example a box may display a short scenario of classroom interaction, and the
reader asked to criticize the way the teacher is eliciting student responses.
Where appropriate, possible solutions or my own ideas on the issues are given
immediately below the task. This close juxtaposition of questions and answers
is intended to save the reader from leafing back and forth looking for the
answers elsewhere, but the disadvantage is that trainees may be tempted to look
on to the answers without engaging properly with the task themselves first. The
most practical solution to this problem is probably to make copies of the
relevant box (which should be marked © Cambridge University Press) and hand
them out separately, giving any necessary instructions yourself, so that trainees
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Read this first

do not need to open the book at all in order to do the task; they may later be
referred to the possible solutions in the book for comparison or further
discussion.

How much you use the tasks involving teaching practice and observation
depends, of course, on whether your trainees are actually teaching or have easy
access to active language-learning classes. Peer-teaching and the viewing of
video recordings of lessons (for example, Looking at Language Classrooms
(1996) Cambridge University Press) may be substituted if necessary.

The Trainer’s notes at the end of the book add some suggestions for
variations on the presentation of the different units, and occasionally comment
on the background, objectives and possible results of certain tasks. They also
include estimates of the timing of the units, based on my experience when doing
them with my own trainees; however, this is, of course, only a very rough
approximation, and varies a great deal, mainly depending on the need felt by
you and the trainees to develop or cut down on discussions.

The following Introduction provides more details on the content and layout
of the book and its underlying theory and educational approach.
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Introduction

Content

The main part of this book is divided into 22 modules, each devoted to an
aspect of language teaching (for example ‘grammar5, or ‘the syllabus5 ). At the
end of most modules is a set of Notes, giving further information or comments
on the tasks. Also attached to each module is a section entitled Further reading,
which is a selected and annotated bibliography of books and articles relevant to
the topic.

The modules are grouped into seven parts, each focussing on a cerftral aspect
or theme of foreign language teaching: Part I, for example, is called The
teaching process, and its modules deal with the topics of presentation, practice
and testing. Each part has a short introduction defining its theme and clarifying
the underlying concepts.

Each module is composed of several separate units: these again are free-
standing, and may be used independently of one another. Their content
includes:

1. Input: background information, both practical and theoretical. Such input is
intended to be treated not as some kind of objective ‘truth5 to be accepted
and learned as it stands, but as a summary of ideas that professionals,
scholars and researchers have produced and which teachers therefore may
benefit from studying and discussing. These sections may simply be read by
teachers independently, or mediated by trainers through lecture sessions.
Input sections are usually preceded or followed by questions or tasks that
allow readers to reflect on and interact with the ideas, check understanding
or discuss critically; in a trainer-led session they can serve as the basis for
brief group discussions or written assignments. The point of this is to ensure
that trainees process the input and make their own sense of it rather than
simply accepting a body of transmitted information.

2. Experiential work: tasks based on teaching/learning experience, which may
be one or more of the following:
a) Lesson observation: focussing on the point under study.
b) Classroom teaching: where the teacher tries out different procedures with

classes of foreign language learners.
c) Micro-teaching: the teacher teaches small groups of learners or an

individual learner for a short period in order to focus on a particular
teaching point.

d ) Peer-teaching: one of a group of teachers tries out a procedure by
‘teaching5 the rest of the group.

1



Introduction

e) Experiment: teachers try out a technique or process of learning or
teaching, document results and draw conclusions.

f ) Inquiry: a limited aspect of classroom teaching is studied through
observation, practice, or limited survey; the results of the study may be
written up and made available to others.
Most experiential work is followed by critical reflection, usually in the

form of discussion and/or writing. Its aim is to allow teachers to process new
ideas thoughtfully, and to form or test theories.

For teachers who are not in a position to try out experiential procedures
themselves, some possible results and conclusions are given within the unit
itself or in the Notes at the end of the module.

3. Tasks: learning tasks done by teachers in groups or individually, with or
without a trainer, through discussion or writing. These may involve such
processes as critical analysis of teaching materials, comparison of different
techniques, problem-solving or free debate on controversial issues; their aim
is to provoke careful thinking about the issues and the formulation of
personal theories. Brief tasks may be labelled Question, Application or To
check understanding, and usually follow or precede informational sections.
As with the experiential tasks, suggested solutions, results or comments are
supplied where appropriate: immediately following the task if they are seen as
useful input in themselves; or in the Notes at the end of the module if they are
seen rather as optional, perhaps interesting, additions (my own personal
experiences, for example, or further illustration).

Different components are often combined within a unit: a task may be based on
a reading text, or on teaching experience; an idea resulting from input may be
tried out in class. This integration of different learning modes provides an
expression in practice of the theory of professional learning on which this book
is based, and which is discussed in the Rationale below.

Note that although this course is meant for teachers of any foreign language,
examples of texts and tasks are given throughout in English (except when
another language is needed for contrast). The main reason for this is that the
book itself is in English, and I felt it was important as a courtesy to the reader to
ensure that all illustrative material be readily comprehensible. Also, of course,
English itself is probably the most widely taught language in the world today;
but if you are concerned with the teaching of another language, you may need
to translate or otherwise adapt texts and tasks.

The collection of topics on which the modules are based is necessarily
selective: it is based on those that furnish the basis for my own (pre-service)
teacher-training programme, and which seem to me the most important and
useful. The last module of the book includes recommendations for further
study, with suggested reading.
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Rationale

Defining concepts

Training' and 'education'
The terms ‘teacher training’ and ‘teacher education’ are often used apparently
interchangeably in the literature to refer to the same thing: the professional
preparation of teachers. Many prefer ‘teacher education’, since ‘training’ can
imply unthinking habit formation and an over-emphasis on skills and
techniques, while the professional teacher needs to develop theories, awareness
of options, and decision-making abilities- a process which seems better defined
by the word ‘education’ (see, for example, Richards and Nunan, 1990). Others
have made a different distinction: that ‘education’ is a process of learning that
develops moral, cultural, social and intellectual aspects of the whole person as
an individual and member of society, whereas ‘training’ (though it may entail
some ‘educational’ components) has a specific goal: it prepares for a particular
function or profession (Peters, 1966: Ch.l ). Thus we normally refer to ‘an
educated person’, but ‘a trained scientist/engineer/nurse’.

The second of the two distinctions described above seems to me the more
useful: this book therefore uses the term ‘training’ throughout to describe the
process of preparation for professional teaching, including all aspects of teacher
development, and reserves ‘education’ for the more varied and general learning
that leads to the development of all aspects of the individual as a member of
society.

Practice and theory
Teachers commonly complain about their training:‘My course was too
theoretical, it didn’t help me learn to teach at all’; or praise a trainer: ‘She is so
practical!’ Or they say:‘It’s fine in theory, but doesn’t work in practice.’ It
sounds as if they are saying that theory is useless and practice is what they
want. And indeed this is what many teachers feel. But they are understanding
the two words in a very specific way: ‘theory’ as abstract generalization that has
no obvious connection with teaching reality;‘practice’ as tips about classroom
procedure. The two concepts are understood rather differently in this book.

Practice is defined here as (a description of ) a real-time localized event or set
of such events: particular professional experiences. Theory is a hypothesis or
concept that generalizes; it may cover a set of practices (‘heterogeneous classes
learn better from open-ended tasks than from closed-ended ones’); or it can
describe phenomena in general terms (‘language is used for communication’); or
it can express a personal belief (‘language learning is of intrinsic value’). (For a
more detailed discussion of different types of theory, see Stern, 1983: 23-32.)
Experiencing or hearing about practice is of limited use to the teacher if it is not
made more widely applicable by being incorporated into some sort of
theoretical framework constructed and ‘owned’ by the individual. For example,
you might learn about a brainstorming activity (‘How many things can you
think of that ... ?’) which can be used at certain levels for practising certain
language; but if that is all you learn, then you will only ever be able to use it in
the particular context where you learnt it. However, if you then think out why

3

























































































































































































































































































































Module 11: Teaching writing

Note: This module does not deal with the very early stages of teaching to read
and write a foreign alphabet; for this topic, see Module 10: Teaching reading,
Unit Two.

D> Unit One: Written versus spoken text

One of the reasons that teaching writing is so different from teaching speech is
that the two types of discourse differ in some basic characteristics. This unit
studies some of these differences, and their implications for teaching. If you do
not wish to do the task, look at Box 11.1, and then go straight on to the
Differences section below.

Task Defining the differences between spoken and written
discourse
Stage 1: Listing differences

Can you define and note down some of the differences between spoken
and written discourse?These may refer to vocabulary, style, grammar,
content, the activity of the producers and receivers of the different kinds of
discourse - anything you can think of. It may help to look at the samples of
speech and writing shown in Box 11.1.

Do not go on to Stage 2 until you have done this.

Stage 2: expanding
Now compare your list of differences with mine as given below. Check if
there are items in my list that are missing in yours, and vice versa. Putting
the two together, you should have a fairly comprehensive comparison.

Differences between written and spoken discourse
(The following are some generalizations, to which there are certain exceptions:
see the Notes, (1).)

1. Permanence
Written discourse is fixed and stable so the reading can be done at whatever
time, speed and level of thoroughness the individual reader wishes. Spoken text
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11 Teaching writing

BOX 11.1: SAMPLES OF WRITTEN AND SPOKEN TEXTS

The written text (refers to a diagram of a cassette recorder with different
components numbered)

- For recording from the built-in microphone ensure that no equipment is
connected to socket (1)

- For other recordings connect the separate microphone or the equipment from
which you wish to record to socket (11)

- Insert a cassette
- Press record (2) and start key (4) at the same time
- To stop, press stop key (6)

The spoken text
Marion: Could you explain to me how to make a recording with this cassette

recorder?
Ron: (er) Yes certainly, (um) First of all you (er) open the (er) place where the

cassette goes, press down the button marked eject, then you put the
cassette in and close the lid. (um) Then (um) to record you have to press
down two buttons simultaneously (er) the one marked rec for record and the
one marked start. So you press those two down like that—

Marion: Uhuh
Ron: and it starts recording (er) automatically ...
Marion: Ummm. And what if I want to record with a different microphone, not the

built-in one here?
Ron: There's a, a place, a socket here—
Marion: Oh yes
Ron: on the bottom left, and you can put an outside microphone into that and

record from another source.
(from Ronald V. White, Teaching Written English, Heinemann Educational Books, 1980,
pp 11-12)

© Cambridge University Press 1996

in contrast is fleeting, and moves on in real time. The listener - though he or she
may occasionally interrupt to request clarification - must in general follow what
is said at the speed set by the speaker.

2. Explicitness
The written text is explicit; it has to make clear the context and all references.
The written text in Box 11.1, for example, is apparently clarified by a diagram
with numbered items. In speech, however, the real-time situation and
knowledge shared between speaker and listener means that some information
can be assumed and need not be made explicit: in Box 11.1, what is referred to
by words like this and here is apparently clear to both speaker and hearer.

3. Density
The content is presented much more densely in writing. In speech, the
information is ‘diluted’ and conveyed through many more words: there are a lot
of repetitions, glosses, ‘fillers’, producing a text that is noticeably longer and
with more redundant passages.
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Written versus spoken text

4. Detachment
The writing of a text is detached in time and space from its reading; the writer
normally works alone, and may not be acquainted with his or her readers.
Speaking usually takes place in immediate interaction with known listeners,
with the availability of immediate feedback.

5. Organization
A written text is usually organized and carefully formulated, since its composer
has time and opportunity to edit it before making it available for reading. A
speaker is improvising as he or she speaks: ongoing alterations, in the shape of
glosses, self-corrections and so on produce an apparently disorganized ‘stream-
of-consciousness’ kind of discourse. Thus a written text conforms more to
conventional rules of grammar, and its vocabulary is more precise and formal.
6. Slowness of production, speed of reception
Writing is much slower than speaking. On the other hand, we can usually read a
piece of text and understand it much faster than we can take in the same text if
we listen while someone reads it aloud to us.

7. Standard language
Writing normally uses a generally acceptable standard variety of the language,
whereas speech may sometimes be in a regional or other limited-context dialect.
In some languages (Chinese, for example), the various spoken dialects may even
be mutually incomprehensible, while the written language is universally
understood.
8. A learnt skill
Most people acquire the spoken language (at least of their own mother tongue)
intuitively, whereas the written form is in most cases deliberately taught and
learned.
9. Sheer amount and importance
Spoken texts are far longer, normally (in the sense that they contain more
words), than a representation of the same information in writing; this is largely
because of the phenomenon called ‘redundancy5, discussed in (3) above and in
Module 8: Teaching listening, Unit One. It is also, I think, true to say that most
people speak far more than they write. Associated with this point is a third: that
speech is more important for survival and effective functioning in society than
writing is.

Question How far would you think it necessary or useful to make your own-present
or prospective-students aware of some or all of these points? (My answer
to this is given in the Notes, (2).)
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